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A question about agreement How do grammars choose between these alternatives? •



grammatical agreement: target form depends on controller’s formal phi features



•



semantic ‘agreement’: target form depends on controller’s meaning



•



failure of agreement: target takes the default form
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•



grammatical agreement: target form depends on controller’s formal phi features



La sentinelle à la barbe a été {prise / *pris} en otage. the.F sentry bearded AUX been taken.F.SG / taken.M hostage ‘The bearded sentry was taken hostage.’



•



semantic ‘agreement’: target form depends on controller’s meaning



Dupont est compétent / compétente. Dupont is competent.M.SG / competent.F.SG ‘Dupont {a man / a woman} is competent.’
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The Agreement Marking Principle (w/out default) For agreement in feature φ: •



if the trigger has feature φ ⇒ grammatical agreement



•



If the trigger lacks feature φ ⇒ semantic ‘agreeement’: the target agreement inflection is semantically interpreted as characterizing the trigger denotation (Wechsler and Hahm 2011; Wechsler 2012)



sentinelle: [GENDER fem] ⇒ grammatical agreement Dupont:



no GENDER feature ⇒ target gender is interpreted
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Agreement Marking Principle (with default) For agreement in feature φ: •



if the trigger has feature φ ⇒ grammatical agreement



•



If the trigger lacks feature φ, then either: o semantic ‘agreement’; or o failure of agreement (the default form is used)
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Fake indexicals 1. Only I did my homework. bound variable reading: ‘I did my homework and there is no other x s.t. x did x’s homework.’ 1sg features of my: grammatical agreement with I blocks indexicality Kratzer (2009): similar to Agreement Marking Principle
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Headless triggers Semantic gender ‘agreement’: [La sentinelle et sa femme] ont été pris / *prises en otage. ‘The sentry and his wife were taken.M / *taken.F.PL hostage.’



Proposal: Coordinate structure is headless* ⇒ subject lacks a GENDER feature ⇒ target gender is interpreted semantically (FEM: a group of females; MASC: elsewhere)



*…and the feature is non-distributive (King and Dalrymple 2004)
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Swedish predicate adjective agreement 1. Orm-en är grön. snake-DEF.COM.SG is green.COM.SG ‘The snake is green.’ 2. Löv-et är grön-t. leaf-DEF.NT.SG is green-NT.SG ‘The leaf is green.’ 3. {Orm-ar-na / Löv-en} är grön-a. snake-PL-DEF/ leaf-PL.DEF are green-PL ‘The snakes / The leaves are green.’ COM: common gender /



NT: neuter gender 8



Indefinite and definite: the same 1. En orm är grön. a.COM snake is green-COM.SG ‘A snake is green.’ 2. Ett löv är grön-t. a.NT leaf is green-NT.SG ‘A leaf is green.’ 3. {Orm-ar /Löv} är grön-a. snake-PL /leaf.PL are green-PL ‘Snakes / Leaves are green.’
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Infinitival and clausal subjects: Neuter Singular 1. [Att äta pannkakor] är gott. to eat pancakes



is good.NT.SG



‘Eating pancakes is good.’ 2. [Att det snöade] var that it snowed



konstigt.



was strange.NT.SG



‘That it snowed was strange.’
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Normal agreement with pannkaka ‘pancake’: 1. Pannkaka-n är god. pancake-DEF.COM be.PRES good.COM ‘The pancake is good.’ 2. Pannkak-or är gul-a. pancake-PL be.PRES yellow-PL ‘Pancakes are yellow.’ Pancake sentences: NT.SG adj.; ‘situation’ reading 3. Pannkak-or är gott. pancake-PL be.PRES good.NT.SG ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ (e.g. ‘Eating pancakes is good.’)
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Pancake sentences: why not grammatical agreement? Pannkakor är gott. [COM, PL] [NT, SG] ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ Question 1: What blocks normal adjective agreement? Hyp 1. The subject phrase has a silent verbal head: [ (eating) pancakes] is good Hyp 2. The subject phrase lacks the feature φ.
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Pancake sentences: why not grammatical agreement? Pannkak-or är gott. [COM, PL] [NT, SG] ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ Question 1: What blocks normal adjective agreement? Hyp 1. The subject phrase has a silent verbal head: [ (eating) pancakes] is good Hyp 2. The subject phrase lacks the feature φ. 
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Pancake sentences: Why Neuter Singular? Pannkak-or är gott. [COM, PL] [NT, SG] ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ Question 2: Why neuter singular? Hyp 1. It is the default form. Hyp 2. It is semantic ‘agreement’.
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Pancake sentences: Why Neuter Singular? Pannkak-or är gott. [COM, PL] [NT, SG] ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ Question 2: Why neuter singular? Hyp 1. It is the default form.  Hyp 2. It is semantic ‘agreement’.
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Pancake sentences: origin of the event reading? Pannkak-or är gott. [COM, PL] [NT, SG] ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ Question 3: How does the ‘situation’ or ‘event’ reading arise? Hyp 1. Ellipsis: [ (eating) pancakes] is good Hyp 2. Logical metonymy.
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Pancake sentences: origin of the event reading? Pannkak-or är gott. [COM, PL] [NT, SG] ‘Situations involving pancakes are good.’ Question 3: How does the ‘situation’ or ‘event’ reading arise? Hyp 1. Ellipsis: [ (eating) pancakes] is good Hyp 2. Logical metonymy. 
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Pancake subjects can be definite 1. [Väska-n på ryggen] är modern-t i år. bag-COM.DEF on back.DEF is modern-NT in year ‘It’s modern to have the bag on the back this year.’ 2. [Den där bukett-en till svärmor that.COM bouquet-COM.DEF to mother.in.law i lördags] var slug-t. on Saturday was cunning-NT ‘(Getting) that bouquet for your mother-in-law last Saturday was cunning.’ (examples from Josefsson 2009)
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Concord within a pancake trigger 1. [En ny utrikesminister] vore inte a.COM new.COM foreign.min.[COM] would.be not så dum-t. so dumb-NT.SG ‘(Getting) a new foreign minister would not be so dumb.’ 2. [En ny utrikesminister] vore inte a.COM new.COM foreign.min.[COM] would.be not så dum. so dumb-COM.SG ‘A new foreign minister would not be as dumb’ (as the current one, e.g.) (Wellander 1955:380)
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Pronoun case Subjects of finite V: normally NOM. But ACC in pancake subjects. Once cannibal to the other (Josefsson 2009): 1. [Henne med senap och ketchup] vore läcker-t. her.ACC with mustard and ketchup wd.be delicious-NT ‘(To get/have/eat) her with mustard and ketchup would be delicious.’ 2. Hon med senap och ketchup är läcker. she.NOM with mustard and ketchup is delicious.COM ‘She with mustard and ketchup is delicious.’
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Summary of main properties of the pancake construction 1. The adjective appears in the neuter singular form, regardless of the features of its subject. 2. The clause has a special ‘situation-related-to-DP’ interpretation, facilitated by the use of generic or indefinite DPs, but possible with definites too. 3. If the subject is headed by a pronoun, it appears in accusative case, even when the verb is finite.
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Pancake subjects of secondary predicates Norwegian (Hellan 1986): 1. Tran er sunt. cod.liver.oil[M] be.PRES healthy.NT.SG ‘Cod liver oil is healthy (to drink).’ 2. Fabrikantene gjorde tran sunt. producer.DEF.PL made cod.liver.oil[M] healthy.NT.SG ‘The producers made cod liver oil healthy (to drink).’
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Where to locate the analysis 1. The DP? pannkakor, e.g., can mean ‘situation involving pancakes’, with special agreement and case properties. 2. The NT.SG forms of adjectives? Non-agreeing gott, e.g., can mean ‘good to eat/drink/do something with/etc.’ 3. The sentence rule: A special sentential construction?
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Where to locate the analysis 1. The DP? pannkakor, e.g., can mean ‘situation involving pancakes’, with special agreement and case properties. 2. The NT.SG forms of adjectives? Non-agreeing gott, e.g., can mean ‘good to eat/drink/do something with/etc.’ NO. Doesn’t block NOM case assigned by finite V. 3. The sentence rule: A special sentential construction.
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Where to locate the analysis 1. The DP? pannkakor, e.g., can mean ‘situation involving pancakes’, with special agreement and case properties. 2. The NT.SG forms of adjectives? Non-agreeing gott, e.g., can mean ‘good to eat/drink/do something with/etc.’ NO. Doesn’t block NOM case assigned by finite V. 3. The sentence rule: A special new sentential construction. NO. Secondary predicates.
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Where to locate the analysis 1. The DP? pannkakor, e.g., can mean ‘situation involving pancakes’, with special agreement and case properties.  2. The NT.SG forms of adjectives? Non-agreeing gott, e.g., can mean ‘good to eat/drink/do something with/etc.’ NO. Doesn’t block NOM case assigned by finite V. 3. The sentence rule: A special new sentential construction. NO. Secondary predicates.
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Clausal and PP paraphrases 1. Pannkakor



är gott.



2. [Att äta pannkakor] är gott. to eat pancakes



is good.NT.SG



‘Eating pancakes is good.’ 3. Det är gott it



[med pannkakor].



is good with pancakes



roughly ‘Eating pancakes is good.’ 27



An aside on coffee in Sweden 33,500 Google hits for this exact word string: 1. Det är gott it



med kaffe.



is good with coffee



‘It is nice to have coffee.’
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Silent Phrase Structure Analyses Faarlund (1977): Norwegian
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Josefsson (2009):



[Två älskare] är omoralisk-t. two lovers is immoral-NT.SG ‘(Having) two lovers is immoral.’
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Unary branching phrase analysis Cooper (1984:139): N[NT.SG]2



→ N1



Semantic translation rule: [[ [ N1 ] ]] = PROP([[ N1 ]]) PROP(X): propositional content related to X, e.g. PROP(pancakes) could be ‘eating pancakes’
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Unary phrase analysis in Sign-Based Construction Grammar involving-ctx: ⎡MTR



⎡ ⎢ ⎣



⎢ ⎢ | |DTRS 〈 ⎡ ⎣ ⎣



SYN SEM



NP



SYN INDEX



NP i



⎡INDEX ⎣RESTR



sunm ⎤ involve(s,i) ⎦



⎤



⎤



⎥ ⎦



⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦



⎤ 〉



⎦



NP:[sunm; involve(s,i)] | NP:i[3,com,pl] | pannkakor 32



Pollard and Sag 1994: referential indices have phi features:



Wechsler and Zlatic 2003: some referential indices (e.g. those introduced by verbs) lack phi features:
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god: ⎡ HEAD ⎢ SPR ⎣ SEM



A



⎤



good(i)



⎥ ⎦



A



⎤



good(i)



⎥ ⎦



A



⎤



good(i)



⎥ ⎦



〈 NP:[INDEX i[com,sg]] 〉



goda: ⎡ HEAD ⎢ SPR ⎣ SEM



〈 NP:[INDEX i[pl]] 〉



gott: ⎡ HEAD ⎢ SPR ⎣ SEM



〈 NP:[INDEX i[nt,sg]∨unm] 〉
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pannkakor: ⎡



⎢HEAD ⎢ ⎢SEM ⎢ ⎢ ⎣



⎤



N f3 ⎡ INDEX f2 ⎢



⎣



RESTR



⎥ ⎥ ⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ ⎥ ⎦



i[3rd,com,pl] pancakes(i)
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Defaults using LFG constraining equations god: (↑PRED) = ‘good〈(↑SUBJ)〉’ (↑SUBJ NUM) =c sg (↑SUBJ GEND) =c com gott: (↑PRED) = ‘good〈(↑SUBJ)〉’ { (↑SUBJ NUM) =c sg (↑SUBJ GEND) =c nt }



⇐ optional neuter singular equations



goda: (↑PRED) = ‘good〈(↑SUBJ)〉’ (↑SUBJ NUM) =c pl
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The main idea of both silent head & unary branching analyses • The NP is encapsulated within a larger, partially covert structure. • The phi and case features of the embedded NP are shielded from processes outside that larger structure.
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Main difference between analyses Silent head analysis: The covert structure is syntactic; cp. ellipsis (Josefsson 2009): Jag ska (gå) til skolan. I shall go to school



‘gå-deletion’



Unary branching analysis: The covert structure is semantic; cp. logical metonymy (Pustejovsky 1995): I started a novel. ⇒ ‘I started reading a novel / writing a novel / etc.’ ‘enriched composition’ (Jackendoff 1997) 38



Different predictions Silent phrase structure analysis: pancake-NPs are predicted to have the distribution of VP/infinitive/clause/vP type structures: [ HAVE v pannkakor] är gott. [Att äta pannkakor] är gott. (to eat) pancakes is good.NT.SG
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Different predictions Metonymy analysis: pancake-NPs are predicted to have the distribution of event nominals… Har du börjat (med) pannkakorna? have you begun (with) pancake.PL.DEF ‘Have you started (eating / cooking / …) the pancakes? …and not the distribution of verbal projections.
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Testing the predictions I. pseudocomplement: extraposition and expletive replacement for a clausal or infinitival subject: 1. [Att det snöade] var that it snowed was



förvånande. surprising



2. Det var förvånande [att det snöade]. it was surprising that it snowed
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But DP/NP subjects cannot be extraposed: 1. Snön var förvånande. snow.DEF was surprising ‘The snow was surprising.’ 2. *Det var förvånande snön. it was surprising snow.DEF (lit. ‘*It was surprising the snow.’)
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pancake-subject fails: 1. [Att äta pannkakor] är gott. to eat pancakes is good.NT.SG 2. Det är gott [att äta pannkakor]. it is good to eat pancakes pancakes 3. *Det är gott pannkakor. it is good pancakes putative structure: Det är gott



[SUBJ HAVE pannkakor]vP.
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pancake-subject fails: 1. [Att ha två älskare] är omoraliskt. to have two lovers is immoral 1. Det är omoraliskt it is immoral



[att ha två älskare]. to have two lovers



2. *Det är omoraliskt två älskare. it is immoral two lovers putative structure: *Det är omoraliskt [SUBJ HAVE två älskare]vP.
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II. Verbs that select verbal complements but reject NP complements: 1. Jag fortsatt (att) äta pannkakor. I continued (to) eat pancakes ‘I continued to eat pancakes.’ pancake-NP fails: 2. *Jag fortsatt pannkakor. I continued pancakes ‘I continued pancakes.’
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III. Adjectives that select verbal complements but reject NP complements: 1. Jag är villig [att äta pannkakor]. I am willing to eat pancakes ‘I am willing to eat pancakes.’ pancake-NP fails: 2. *Jag är villig [pannkakor]. I am willing pancakes ‘*I am willing pancakes.’
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IV. Nouns that select verbal complements but reject NP complements: 1. Jag har lust [att äta pannkakor]. I have desire to eat pancakes ‘I want to eat pancakes.’ 2. *Jag har lust [pannkakor]. I have desire pancakes (‘I want to eat pancakes.’)
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V. Modals that select verbal complements but reject NP complements: 1. Jag kan inte [äta pannkakor]. I can not eat pancakes ‘I cannot eat pancakes.’ 2. *Jag kan inte [pannkakor]. I can not pancakes (‘I cannot eat pancakes.’)
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Conversely, in syntactic contexts that allow an NP but not a verbal projection: pancake-subject is OK: 1. Fabrikantene gjorde tran sunt. producer.DEF.PL made cod.liver.oil[M] healthy.NT.SG ‘The producers made cod liver oil healthy (to drink).’ 2. *Fabrikantene gjorde [å drikke tran] sunt. producer.DEF.PL made to drink c.l.o. healthy.NT.SG lit. ‘The producers made [to drink cod liver oil] healthy.’
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Ex. 2 can be rescued using pseudocomplement: 3. Fabrikantene gjorde det sunt [å drikke tran] producer.DEF.PL made it healthy to drink c.l.o. ‘The producers made it healthy to drink cod liver oil.’ gjorde



NP tran det



AP sunt sunt



[å drikke tran]



Again, a problem if [tran] is a covert infinitive.
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Summary so far Contexts allowing verbal but not nominal projections ⇒ reject pancake-NPs Contexts allowing nominal but not verbal projections ⇒ allow pancake-NPs Conclusion: Sometimes a nominal is just a nominal.
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with-PPs 1. Det är gott [med pannkakor]. it is good with pancakes ‘Situations involving pancakes are nice. e.g. It is nice to have pancakes.’ 2. *[Med pannkakor] with pancakes



är gott. is good



Why 2 is bad: ‘It is a well-known fact that PPs cannot be subjects in Swedish.’ (Josefsson 2009:63).
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in situ vs. extraposed subject: pancake-NP ≠ Inf ≠ PP NP:



[Pannkakor] är gott. *Det är gott [pannkakor].



Inf:



[Att äta pannkakor] är gott. Det är gott [att äta pannkakor].



PP:



*[Med pannkakor] är gott. Det är gott [med pannkakor].



• pancake-NP, med-PP & Inf. have similar meanings. • the distribution of each follows the syntactic category • assimilating category makes this hard to explain
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Attempt to motivate silent little v: gå-deletion



Josefsson (2009): compares Swedish gå-deletion
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Josefsson (2009): Swedish has silent light verbs: Jag ska (gå) til I shall go to



skolan. school



‘gå-deletion’



cp. English: The cat wants out of the house. (Wechsler 2008) But there is a problem with assimilating to gå-deletion: Why no vP structures as subjects? *[ v [til skolan] ]vP är gott. to school is good ‘Going to school is good.’ 55



Why are pancake-subjects NPs, and not, e.g. PPs? A stipulation for both analyses: Logical metonymy analysis: Because the construction rule is NP → NP, and not NP → PP. Silent head analysis: Because the vP structure allows an NP complement and not a PP complement.
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Question 1: What blocks normal adjective agreement? Hyp 1. The subject phrase has a silent verbal head: [ (eating) pancakes] is good Hyp 2. The subject phrase lacks the feature φ.  The referential INDEX of event-denoting pannkakor is unmarked for phi features.
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Question 2: Why neuter singular? Hyp 1. It is the default form. The form used in the absence of a png-index trigger is homophonous with the neuter singular. Hyp 2. It is semantic ‘agreement’. ‘The controllers in pancake sentences are low on the individuation scale (Sasse 1993). This is also the reason why they are neuters.’ (Enger 2004:30)
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Default vs. semantic agreement English semantic agreement with coordinate clauses (McCloskey 1991): 1. [That the position will be funded and that Mary will be hired] now seems likely. 2. [That the president will be reelected and that he will be impeached] are equally likely at this point. • singular: used for ‘a single complex state of affairs or situation-type’ (McCloskey 1991:564-5) • plural: possible for ‘a plurality of distinct states of affairs or situation-types’; facilitated by equally
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Default vs. semantic number agreement Ordinary Swedish boolean coordination: plural 1. Jenny och Janna Jenny and Janna



är snäll-a. are nice-PL



2. Jenny och Janna är lika snäll-a. Jenny and Janna are equally nice-PL
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Propositions & eventualities: Even ‘a plurality of distinct states of affairs or situation-types’, with lika ‘equally’ or både ‘both’: still neuter singular: pancake-NPs: 1. Våfflor och pannkakor är lika gott. waffles and pancakes are equally good.NT.SG ‘Waffle and pancake situations are equally good.’ 2. Både pannkakor och våfflor är gott. both pancakes and waffles are good.NT.SG ‘Both pancake and waffle situations are good.’
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Clauses: 3. Att det regnade och att det snöade var lika that it rained and that it snowed was equally {konstigt /*konstiga}. strange.NT.SG / strange.PL ‘That is rained and that it snowed were equally strange.’ Infinitives: 4. Att dricka och röka är lika {dumt / *dumma}. to drink and smoke is equally dumb.NT.SG / PL ‘To drink and smoke is equally dumb.’
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Question 2: Why neuter singular? Hyp 1. It is the default form. The predicate adjective agrees with a png-index. The form used in the absence of a png-index trigger is homophonous with the neuter singular. Hyp 2. It is semantic ‘agreement’. ‘The controllers in pancake sentences are low on the individuation scale (Sasse 1993). This is also the reason why they are neuters.’ (Enger 2004:30)
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Agreement Marking Principle applied to pancake sentences For agreement in feature φ: •



if the trigger has feature φ ⇒ grammatical agreement



•



If the trigger lacks feature φ, then either: o semantic ‘agreement’; or o failure of agreement (the default form is used)
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Summary and Conclusion 1. pancake-NPs are composed of entity-denoting nominals exhibiting logical metonymy, so that they denote eventualities. 2. Grammatical agreement is blocked, but not by a silent verbal or clausal structure. 3. Rather, agreement failure arises when the phi features that mark the referential index of the embedded entity are not accessible to predicates on the eventuality. And, lastly, in conclusion…
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Pannkakor är gott! 66
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